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ABSTRACT ^-^ t ' '"' ' , 

•We intend to wrute the semiclassical scattering amplitude as a sum of terms, each 
of them being associated to a trajectory. First of all we~s4tidy the classical equations 
of motion^ considering both the analytical (real and complex) solutions and a certain 
type of singular solutions, which behave similarly to the diffracted rays in optics; in 
particular, in the case of a central nuclear potential, we-s"rng+e-et;t classical effects 
like rainbow and orbiting and also wave effects like diffraction and direct reflection^ 
Successively, considering the Debye expansion of the scattering amplitude relative to a 
central nuclear potential, and evaluating asymptotically each term by means of the sad
dle point technique, we-determtne the decay exponents and diffraction coefficients relji 
tive to such a potential. * 0."'J.. ft'/" •• 't, 

RIASSUNTO 

Intendiamo scrivere l'ampiezza di diffusione semiclassica come somma di termini, 
ciascuno dei quali è associato ad una traiettoria. Prima di tutto studiamo le equazioni 
classiche del moto, considerando sia 1e soluzioni analitiche (reali e complesse) sia un 
certo tipo di soluzioni singolari, che si comportano in modo simile ai raggi diffratta-
ti in ottica; in particolare, nel caso di un potenziale nucleare centrale, isoliamo ef
fetti classici, come l'arcobaleno e la spiralizzazione, ed anche effetti ondulatori co
me la diffrazione e la riflessione diretta. Successivamente, considerando l'espansione 
di Debye dell'ampiezza di diffusione relative ad un potenziale nucleare centrale, e va
lutando asintoticamente ciascun termine per mezzo della tecnica del punto a sella, de
terminiamo gli esponenti di decadimento ed i coefficienti di diffrazione relativi a ta
le potenziale. 
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i. Introduction 

A•? l"- wen-Known, the usuai «KB approximation fails 

wnen one considers tne scattering due to an absorptive 

ana or raciaiv vary m a potential. Knoll and SchaefferCU 

overcome tra'? auficuity by considering not only real 

solutions of tne classical equations of motion, but also 

rome of the complex ones t3ee also the numerous references 

auotea in CÌJ?: in tni3 approach the scattering amplitude 

i? e:-pres.?ea as a sum of terms, each of them being 

interpretarle as a contribution from a given (real or 

complex.' traiectorv. Linfortunateiy. in the case of a 

transcalent or weaiciy acsorbing potential, this method does 

not appiv when one considers trajectories with angular 

momenta close to the orciting angular momentum, since the 

WK6 Phase shift has a branch point. On the contrary Brink 

and TakiaawatiJ extend the semiclassical solution of the 

three turning point scattering problemC33 to the case of a 

complex potential, obtaining an approximate scattering 

amplitude which is suitable also in the case of a 

rranapa.rent or wea«iy absorbing) potential; however such a 

scattering amplitude is not directly interpretable in terms 

or trajectories, since it is expressed as a partial-wave 

series. 

One '.'i the purposes of this paper is to fill such a 

i-li'. :••!•..•..v.'irv.f r:,H. in the limit or -r1-»0, it is generally 

possible to decompose the 3cactering amplitude into 

contributions irom traiectories. Such a decomposition, of 

•'Olirle. 3horten.-3 numerical calculations, but it i3 also 

Interesting in ltseJr, since it has an immediate physical 

interpretation; in particular, as we shall see. one singles 

out classical eriect3 like rainbow ana orbitingC43, and also 

difiractive effects like surface wavesC5J,CbJ,C73: these 
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last behave in a wnoiiy similar way to those which are 

excited at the edere of a transparent sphere in opticsC8D. 

Our treatment, which is similar to those by Levy and 

KeilerC93 and by NussenzveigCeJ in optics, is developed in 

two steps: 

l(Firstly, in the case of a rather general analytical 

potential, one analyses the branches of the solution of the 

riamiIton-Jacobi equation: besides the analytical ones -

both real and complextlJ - one considers certain singular 

brancnesCiJ. The wavefunction - and therefore the 

scattering amplitude - results in a sum over these branches. 

At this 3tage the theory contains heuristic elements, in the 

sense that some proportionality contants, like diffraction 

coefficients and decay exponents, are left undetermined. 

ii)Secondly, starting from the approximate expression of the 

Partial-wave amplitude deduced in ref.C2J, one writes the 

scattering amplitude relative to a central potential as a 

series of integrals thanks to Poisson's sum formula; 

moreover the Debye expansion of the scattering amplitude is 

performed. similarly to ref.C83 (see alsoC103>. Each term 

of this expansion is evaluated asymptotically for *—»0 by 

means 01 the saddle-pcint technique: the main contributions 

rome from saddle ooints 'Which correspond to analytical 

Kta 'eetones; and from Poles (which represent the 

• "1'itL'it'Jtion or tne singular traiectories) . The decay 

•.•o'.-onent-- ana •infraction coefficients, as well as the other 

(-•:/o cot tlcna; i'v constants, are determined by comparing the 

a*vmet otic expression of the pole contribution with the term 

relative to the singular trajectories, found in step i>. 

in ^articular our treatment explains the differed-e 

retween orbitine and surface waves, two effects whicl 

however, result to be verv similar and are intimately 
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connected in the case oi an analytical potential; more 

ureciseiv both these two terms represent waves which decay 

exponentialiy in the direction of propagation, with the same 

decay constant tsect. 4). Furthermore the surface waves 

ate found to propagate not only from the lit region to the 

shadow region, but aiso in the opposite sense: this effect, 

which was illustrated mathematically by NussenzveigC83 in 

the case of scattering by a sharp-edged sphere, turns out to 

be present aiso in the case of a smooth, transparent 

potential. 

The surface-traiectory contributions play an important 

role in explaining larae-angle peaks in nuclear and 

heavy-ion elastic 3-:atceringC53.Co]: in this sense our 

theory provides a iinK retween the traditional optical 

modei. vhlcn Is commoniv usea for analysing the scattering 

•lata, and the geometrical theory of diffraction, which was 

uued phenomenoloaically for interpreting ALASC53. Even 

f_v>o\.K\r, in the present paper we refer mainly to nuclear 

c-otentiais. our treatment nas a mucn more general validity, 

mainly in the rirst step, as we have already seen; in 

particular the eftects now described could be singled out 

1L00 with other potentials, like, e.g., the atomic ones, 

even though in this case also other effects, like hard-core 

repulsion, should be taken into account. 

the paper is organized as follows. In sect.2 we 

•levelop the rirst step of our theory, i.e., we write the 

?'-.attermo amplitude (relative to a real potential) as a sum 

over contributions from analytical and singular 

trajectories. Sect.3 is devoted to the second step, i.e. 

ro the Debve expansion and to the asymptotic evaluation of 

the scattering amplitude. In 3ect.4 we make some remarks on 

particular effects, like resonances, orbiting and surface 
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wave?; moreover we consider 3hortly the effects of 

absorption and we outline some possible developments of the 

present theory. Lastly in the appendix we prove some 

results which we use in sect. 3. 

2. rfcmilton-Jacobi equation and transport equation 

In This section we are mainly concerned with a 

aesernption of the ;reai and complex) trajectories involved 

in an elastic scattering process; the waver unction - and 

consequently the scattering amplitude - is written as a sum 

of conttlbutlons from eacn trajectory. Firstly •. subsect. 

2.1) we treat a generic potential, then <subsect. 1.2) we 

specialize our considerations to the case of a central 

inuclear) potential. 

2.1. General theory 

The stationary .-Jchrodinger equation for a spinless 

particle of massu scattered by a potential V<?> reads as 

i 2.1; Hi F ,r y\y \ ?l =Ê p( r ), 

where 

< 2.2) H(F,r') = ~L-+\/(r') 

p ' 

and. F is the momentum operator. We assume V(r) to consist 

in two terms, i.e., 

i2.3> Vl'rt = V0 i ?)+Lf( ?> , 
where, ror larq€ values of r=iri, \Z. ( r ) =o(-r-' and U<r>=—--, 

° 1 K t 

T] being the Soiwnerr'eid parameter and fik=v/,2/uE'; both 

potentials in t2.3> are local, reai-valuea and C°° 

throuahout ail r-soace. 

o'ince we are interested in a scattering problem, we 

impose -\V'?i to satisfy, for large values of r, the 

outgoing-wave boundary condition; in particular the 
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unscattered wave is characterized by an incident momentum 

ft)?, such that Ilici =lc. 

toe assume the potential to vary slowly with respect to 

a displacement of the order of the De Broalie wavelength, 

except, at most, on a finite number of thin layers located 

in neighborhoods of certain smooth surfaces, which we call 

"ZJ-(i = i,Z. . .n) : the location of these surfaces will be 

stated more Precisely below. Then a convenient choice of 

the trial solution of eq. t 2.i > in the limit of fi->0 has 

been snown to beCill 

1 1.4 ) "vp- r*• = >_, a„ g, expi iWu /ft >. 

'Jhetr % and H,, ate cnosen so as to fulfill, respectively, 

the Hamilton-Jacobi and the transport equation, i.e., 

•• i.Si H<vX ,r>=E. 

i2.bl V*-ii*\?Wtf )=ù: 

then the òchrodinger equa t ion w i l l be s a t i s f i e d if 

\JL.1) i-g„VW/Va„ = iftAta„g„ ». 

Let u3 examine the equations (2.5) to (2.7) in some detail. 

2.1.1. Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

In order to fulfill the outgoing-wave boundary condition, 

the function W, which appears in (2.5», must coincide, on a 

Piane E , perpendicular to ic and located at large distance 

from the oriain of the reference frame, with the phase of 

the unseattered Coulomb wavetunction; furthermore the 

vector K must be directed towards the interaction region. 

Let u? con-rider tne riamiltonian characteristic system 

•'î sor-iateo with rue partial inferential equation (2.5), 

i . ». , 

>.}.*) \lrhdr*'ds. '^H=-dp*/d3, dW/ds = p-dr*/ds, 

where we have set 

'2.3 .' P= VW 

and ? l? a parameter a loner tne characteristics. We impose 

file:///JL.1
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that for s-0 

i 2.9 ) Ft T0, p*=fik. 

Let us introduce two real parameters. 6± and CJJ. in order to 

characterise the points of the piane £,. Then, if we 

consider any compact set in the space H=( 6L, £t,s)» the 

system i2.8) has one and only one C°° real-valued solution 

for each couple of values of ó and 6t, i.e., 

(2.10) ?*=ri Gf, .G^.a;, p=p( 6, , e^,s), H=H(k, £ , G^,s). 

A weil-icncwn theoremC12J guarantees that (2.10) provides the 

solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation if and only if the 

Jacobian determinant 

i2.11) J=0(x.y,z>/3< G^,G^.s), r=(x,y,z), 

is finite and does not vanish. Generally this condition is 

not fulillled throughout the whole space. The set of points 

where the Jacobian (2.11) vanishes constitutes the caustic; 

the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation results to be 

many-valued, the branch-points being the points of the 

caustic, and the sum (2.4) is made to run over all the 

branches of W at each point of the space. 

Furthermore the caustic delimitates the so-called 

classically forbidden regions (or shadow regions, as opposed 

to the lit tegions, where the classical trajectories, i.e., 

the real-valued characteristics, can arrive): if the 

potential le analytic, '2.10) can be continued analytically 

for complex values of the coordinates and of the parameters 

G"t . <ot . :5, allowing us to extend to such regions the 

semi-classical description of the wavefunction by means of 

complex cnaracteristics i see CU ,C'?J ,C11J; C3J and 

references quoted therein). We note that, because of the 

Schwartz reflection principle, if rf^.^.si is a solution 

of •2,.i}>. obtained as an analytical continuation of (2.10), 

aiso ?' G{ ,it .9* ' = ?*< Ój ,&£ ,s ' Is a solution; therefore one 

l? faced with the delicate problem ot the correct analytical 
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continuation into the shadow region: as we shall see in 

detail in the next section, the correct traiectory is the 

one which gives an exponentially small contribution to the 

wavefunction. As we shall see in a moment, the extension to 

complex trajectories implies the inclusion of further 

branches of N in the sum t2.4). 

The JacobIan (2.11) relative to the mapping R-»r may 

diverge on certain surfaces in the ?-space, in 

correspondence of certain couples of the parameters sj, (ot, 

such that the characteristic r<6,.6'J,s) is grazing to those 

surfaces in the limit of s—»oo; since this is due to the 

rapid variaton of the potential, it seems natural to 

identify such surfaces with the above mentioned surfaces Si-

Such singularities in the mapping £ — r imply that we must 

take into account further oranches of W: these can be 

exhibited if we extend our investiaation to complex 

characteristics (different from those obtained by aniyticai 

continuation of real characteristics1 and to singular 

characteristics, i.e.. not Deionama co C°° CJJ; obviously 

Che index v In i-.4' must ce made to run over ail such 

branche-?. A? regard? tne complex traiectories, tnese are 

causea bv classical traiectories which incide on a surface 

7 A ar a non-Jrazina anale: direct reflection is described 

tif the potential does not vary too rapidly) by a complex 

traiectory wnose turnincr point^ is located near the surface 

t jJ.CHJ.Cl <J. Owing to the multivaluedness of the above 

mentioned mapping, it is convenient to subdivide the 

analytical traiectories into classes, such that for each 

(*'rtere DV turning point we mean the point in the (complex) 

r-space for which the component of §(&t ,Gx.s) normal to S; 

vanishes. 
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class the mapping is single-valued; the inverse mapping may 

be still many-vaiued, giving rise, for each class of 

trajectories, to a caustic surfaceCllJ. Also for these 

trajectories a problem of analytical continuation arises, 

since. If T0 Is a turning point, also rt* is a turning point; 

the choice of the right trajectory must be made according to 

the rule stated above about the analytical continuation to 

complex trajectories. 

Lastly, when a trajectory grazes a surface 3^ singular 

trajectories must be consideredC3D. as in the geometrical 

theory of diffractionC93; such trajectories consist in two 

branches of classical trajectory tangent to S; at two points 

'J0 and Q. joined smoothly by an arc of geodesic on S; which 

has at 'io and 0 the same tangent of the grazing 

trajectories, rhe surface trajectory undergoes, at each 

point on o, . a splitting into two or more branches, one 

continuing along the surface, while the remaining ones leave 

c!. tangentially. Rigorously speaking, in this case, when we 

say classical trajectories, we mean trajectories not in the 

crudest, serniciassicai sense, hut smoothed off by barrier 

penetration effects; this question will be explained more 

extensively in the next section. 

Let us conclude this paragraph with an observation. 

The singular trajectories could be taken into account at 

each point In apace, but, as we shall see at 2.1.3., they do 

not alve a significant contribution outside Si ; in any 

case, inclusion of singular trajectories also at points 

where the potential varies smoothly would permit us to 

consider a more general approximation than the one made in 

this sectionC33,C113. 

2.1.2. Transport equation 

Equation (2.6) is solved by 
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i2.12) g=J~T, 

where J is given by •. 2.11). The branch of the square root 

to be chosen depends on the right analytical continuation 

aero??, the points of the causticClJ.CSJiS'1 paper); such a 

continuation ha3 to be made in such a way that, in passing 

through classically forbidden regions, the function W 

acquire a positive imaginary part, in accord with the 

connection tuie stated in the precedincr paragraph. As a 

ree-uit. every time a characteristic crosses a local point, 

the phase of the waveiunction undergoes a Tump of -mTI/2, 

where m is the order of the zero of the Jacobian (2.11) at 

chat point. 

-.J..'. Behavior of the coefficients a„. 

A? can ce seen from t2.7j, the functions a„ can be 

approximated by constants if the g, are slowly varying. 

This condition is not fulfilled if we are near a caustic (as 

can ue ehecKed from eg.i2.12M or if the potential is 

raoidly varyina ias one can easily argue from equations 

•.2.5) and '2.K,>. Therefore the space results to be 

subdivided into regions, separated rrom one another by 

sheets of the caustic or by the small layers near £;, where 

the potential varies rapidly; within each region the a.v can 

fc>e approximated by constants, but in the transition from a 

real on to another they have sudden variations, like Stoke ' 

multipliersCll]. In particular let us analyse in some 

derail the behavior of the av on 21;. un these surfaces the 

rapid variation of a^ is due to the splitting of the 

tra lectorie3 into two or more branches: for trajectories 

which do not graze ,H{ the splitting is described by complex 

turnina points, as we have seen. On the other hand, as 

reaaras the arazing traiectories, we assume, at each point 

of the surface S,, the amplitude along the outgoing 

traiectory to be proportional to the amplitude along the 
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incoming trajectory, throuah a coefficient which depends, 

approximately in the limit of ÌW0. on the local properties 

of the surface: consequently the amplitude along the 

surface trajectory undergoes at each point an attenuation 

proportional to the amplitude itself and to the length or 

the infinitesimal arc of geodesic described; therefore on 

^ we assume that 

a, oC expC-( oc. i^dp, 

where o((J) is a complex coefficient, called decay exponent, 

which depends, again, approximately on the local properties 

of the surface. Ail these proportionality coefficients, 

which have been introduced heuristically, will be determined 

in the next section in the case of a central potential. 

Lastly let us observe that, since in the regions where the 

potential varies smoothly the coefficients a,/ can be 

regaraed as constants, the probability current density 

associated to each addend of (2.4) is conserved along the 

classical trajectories, 30 that the current density along 

the singular paths is negligible. 

2.2. Case of a central nuclear potential. 

Now let us specialise ourselves to the case of an 

analytical, central, local potential, consisting in two 

terms of the type (2.3). one repulsive and slowly varying 

(electrostatic, >J(rn and the other attractive (nuclear, 

7'0 ( r > 1 : the latter term is rapidly varying at the edge of 

the nuclear-Interaction region, furthermore it is assumed to 

be pureiy real, even thouah our considerations could be 

extended to the ca.se 01 a complex potential (see sect. 4). 

In this; case, du» to the symmetry of the problem, we take 

the scattering centre as the origin of the reference frame, 

the r-axis in the direction of V. and the parameters 6, at.d 

6i so as to coincide, respectively, with the ancrular 

http://ca.se
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momentum, \ ina with the azimuthal anale; moreover the polar 

•angle 9" 1.3 the scattering angle. Let us consider a 

sufficiently low incident energy, so as to have orbiting in 

correspondence of a criven ienergy dependent) angular 

momentum, to be called A, (a more precise condition will be 

stated in the next section). Moreover, in order to simplify 

our theory, we assume the radial momentum, i.e., 

to have three and only three turning points for each value 

of À ; 3uch tur;., ig points will be called r± . rt , rj , 

according to the convention of ret.C23. 

A* we have .already seen in the general theory (subsect. 

.i.i.i, in the study of the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi 

equation it is necessary to single out the surfaces 3; (if 

any) where the potential varies rapidly and to subdivide the 

characteristics into classes. in our case the Jacobian 

'. ^.11.' becomes infinite on the orbiting sphere, i.e. on the 

sphere centred at the origin and with a radius equal to the 

orbit ina radius rAl ; therefore we identify the orbiting 

sphere with the suriace o«. The first class of analytical 

trajectories, which we cail K'j , is constituted by the real 

analytical traiectories with angular momentum greater than 

\i ; these trajectories may be either of "Coulomb" type 

iC'.T.i or ..if "nuclear' type '.N.T.iClD, accordino as the 

repulsive action tat higher angular momenta) or the nuclear 

ittraction tat low^r anguLar momenta.1 prevails ; the 

'nuclear" tra victories undergo a negative deflection which 

increases in modulus for A approaching \^. The traiectories 

oi this class form a caustic suriace, which we call C0 : 

this includes the? rainbow traiectory (see fig.l of C11J), 

i.e., a traiectory of angular momentum A,, which, for r-» oo , 

gee.» into the direction corresponding to an angle & = \ , 

called rainbow angle. 
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A second class of analytical trajectories, which we 

call Ko , includes complex trajectories such that ReX<A,j; 

some or these, with Re)i slightly less than Xtt, undergo a 

regative deflection which, again, increases for A 

approaching Xa; the remaining ones are directly retlected 

at 2 4 ana undergo a positive deflection. It is worth making 

an observation as regards the trajectories with X = Xn: in 

the crudest semiclassical approximation the deflection 

function would diverge logarithmically at X = X„, however, as 

we shall see in the next section, it is smoothed off by 

barrier penetration effectsC4], so that it has a minimum, 

say -&t i^c>0), near \4i: in this sense orbiting behaves 

similarly to rainbowC43. 

Let us consider other classes of trajectories. Kt' is 

defined as the class of real-valued ;rajectories with an 

anguiar momentum less than Xn: these penetrate inside St 

ana go directly out of it, without undergoing any internal 

reflections inside the orbiting sphere. Similarly we define 

Fp as the classes of trajectories with a complex angular 

momentum, such that ReX<. \K, which undergo p-1 internal 

rei lections inside \Zi . Each class of trajectories K̂**, for 

r-'l) . forms a caustic surface, C. , which is axially symmetric 

around the z-axis. Another class, defined as K^, includes 

the trajectories which propagate into the dark side of the 

rainbow: these trajectories have a complex angular momentum 

whose real part Is nearly equal to \K and a negative 

ILI 

imaginary part. Then we define rs K ', p>l, the classes of 

trajectories wnich penetrate into the shadow region of the 

caustic surface C„ and re-emerge into the lit region of Cf . 

undergoing P-1 internal reflections inside S4. 

Now let us consider the singular trajectories; we may 

dlstngulsh some categories. We call Z0 the category of 
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these traiectories which consist solely in an arc of 

geodesic on Z1 which join3 smoothly two branches of 

"classical" trajectory (of angular momentum A4l). Moreover 

we define ZA the set of the trajectories which, besides 

describing one or two arcs of geodesies on ot , take one 

shortcut, i.e. a branch or" "classical" trajectory which 

penetrates inside 2, and re-emerges tangentially to this 

sphere. Similarly we define Z. as the set of singular 

traiectories which talee p shortcuts inside !Z^; for p£2 the 

shortcuts may have 0,1,...p-1 internal reflections. Also 

other categories of singular trajectories are worth being 

mentioned, i.e., those which are generated by the complex 

tralectory or treai) angular momentum Azl such that the 

turning points rt and r3 coincide iwe call Z^ the complex 

extension of the surface of the sphere of radius r,^^ =r̂  ): 

each category of these singular traiectories propagates 

along 2,, moving from the lit region to the shadow region of 

each caustic surface Cf . p£l. Even though these 

traiectories do not give a significant contribution to the 

scattering amplitude, they are of some conceptual 

imporr ance. since thev behave similarly to those singled out 

hy Nusàenzveig in the case of a sharp-edged sphereCSJ. 

Now we are able to write the wavefunction (2.4) at any 

point, by determining the functions W,, and q^ for any class 

Kf of analytical traiectories and for any set of singular 

trajectories; iK^eover on o, ve tane into account the 

assumption made in 2.1.3 about the coefficients aK. In 

particular we are interested in the behavior of the 

wavefunction for very large distances from the origin, 

whence we deduce the scattering amplitude. This last can be 

divided into two terms: 

(2.13) f (K .9>=fc, ( K,Sh+f5 ( K,$), 

where the former addend is the contribution of the 
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analytic?' trajectories, whereas the latter one comes from 

the singular trajectories. As regards fct(K,&), one has (see 

alsoCU; 

f \ / *r 

«nere <o 13 the number of internal reflections that a 

traieetory undergoes inside the orbiting sphere, while J/ 

run 5 over ine Cxaases of traiectories corresponding to a 

fixed p, and 

' f /:T .-"I" ' - ̂  
2 *>., I \) = f. [t-V(t)]-^- ̂  ^ ^ - i ^ U ^ K t ) 

1 d 
U 

on 

i2.lt) 0=2(do,d\' , 0' =2 did \" ) ; 

the anguiar momenta X̂  ate roots of the equati 

'2.1/1 G.i X ' =±̂ -2mIT = S, , 
e - I 

where m is anv nonneaative inteaer; furthermore Tj denotes 
T 

the \ / - th t r a i e c c o r v : one must take i n t o account the chancre 

:>r tr hiemann sheet for the intecrrand of (2.15), whenever a 

turning point is crossed. Moreover the function (sin©)1» 
't 

which appear? in formula i 2.14 ; . has branchpoints at 0>,=ni
,rr, 

teina anv mteaer, and must be continued startincr from 

the interval CO.fH. taking branch cuts from 0 to -i«: the 

•analytical continuation across the branchpoints takes into 

account the number of axiai focal points crossed by the 

traiectory '11J;[53 ,3* paper;; similarly the factor (-i)' 

describes the crossi,;/ of focal points belonging to the 

caustics Cf, . Moreover it is straightforward to see that the 

serie.- '.2.14; converges, since, due to the complex turning 

ooints in the multireflection pattern, the p-th term 

decrease.? exponentially at incteasina p. Lastly let us 

spend a few words about the roots of eq. (2.17): first of 

ail we must consider all the real roots, which correspond to 

classes K^ ana ¥.\"1 of the tra lector ies ; as reaards the 

http://i2.lt
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complex traiectories. we have to keep in mind the connection 

rule seen in 2.1.1. 

Near Jx and ?. (where 9,= »9. (mod 2f) . 0<JhlT) one has to 

recur to the uniform approximationC153.11163. 

As *"or the latter addend of (2.14), if we take into 

account •_,. ly the surface trajectories on the surface 3,» we 

haveC53 

,.18- ts(K.9;= ^- ZL H 

f=» 

where 

(2.19 > 5"=+9-Jt-P&i «mod 2H), <0<5f
£<2ff), 

i 1.19-) X,= \ + i < . 

J:1 ,J / j! 

9t have Been defined by <2.17>, furthermore ft is the angle 

corresponding to the shortcut, ty the classical action along 

the snortcut; D^ =£^0,,^/g: i
V: is the product of two 

limit ina refractive coefric^ents by the ratio oi two factors 

or rluxiC^O, J™ paper;, D„ the diffraction coefficients, klt 

the internai reflection ccerficient and (-/„ the decay 

exponents; we assume Ften',-0. The values of these 

proporrìonaiitv coefficients will be determined in the next 

-section. Lastly r$/\) i" Tiven by (2.15', considering the 

traiectory which hac only one turning point, at r-r{ . 

It i: easy to zee that the series in p, which appears 

in (2.181, converge-, since in the limit of tt—»0 both Dt and 
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R2X are in modulus less than 1, as can be checked fro» 

formulae •. 3.18) and >.1.12>. Moreover we observe that there 

are some particular angles, corresponding to trie deflection 

angles ^-Si-p!^, in neighbourhoods of which the 

approximations (2.18) and (2,19) tail: these are the 

so-called Feck transition regionsC83 and correspond to 

"limiting" trajectories -.vhich constitute a part of the 

caustic surfaces C. . pil; near these angles the uniform 

approximation must be used. 

Lastly let us observe that the semlclassical 

approximation fails in the neighborhood of the axial 

caustic, i.e., for &-0 and &-1T. 

3. The Debye expansion of the scattering amplitude. 

It has been shownC.151. by using the Poisson sum formula 

and the usual asymptotic expansion of the Legendre 

functions, that the scattering amplitude can be written as 

•3.1) f ik.9)= ̂ Cf.t k,?>+f;< k,5h], 

with 

3 . : , i ; ( k ,&. = - ^ L = XVl S<X,k>expjiC21fnA±(\ 9"-Tt/4)3JdX-

The approximation writ ten acove f a i l s in a neighborhood of 

$=') and of 9=TT. 

Now we use the S-function approximation deduced by 

Brink and TakicrawaC23, i . e . 

i 3 . 3 ) S < \ , k > = ~ ^ - - C l + — - : • -,—J, 
Ml) H ( > t ) » e v 

where t>t i s g iven by (2.15) and 

( 3 . 3 ' ) I - ^ A ( rx , ri ) . Su= A ( r, , r, ) , 

i3.3"> A ( r , r ' ) - ] ^ C E - V ( n . J - h/r)x\ dr 
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r4 *ri ,rì D f ei n? tne turning points; lastly 

<3.3") N(i£) = ~5-vexp(ifCloa(i£)-l]). 

This approximation holds true if at \=X« the internal 

turning point r} is sufficiently far fro» the other two 

(coincident) turning points. 

vie show in appendix that •. 3.3) can De written as a 

geometric serie.? tor any real positive value of \: 

:3.4J S'X.fc)=£jS '.X.,k) . 
r-o 

with r . ip 

i J.4- J :La.k.=^- , S i\,ki--i-r'e2;it — 
NM) r N(;£) [NM) 

ip>l>; 

furthermore we 3how that the series (3.4) can be 

intetchaniea with the intecrrai t3.i). As a result we get 
•o 

t Ì.5) Hk.di=^_ t' ik.$). 
f *0 ' 

with 

3.5' > f <k,?) = ;>_ l(l\k,9)*fl'\k.^)l 

and 

i 3 . ^* ) C i k , ; b : | : - ' g L - - - J \'2ap U,k>exp{iC21tm>±< \ ? - It/4 > j | d L 

The intecrrand of (3 .5 Y ) p r e s e n t s po l e s of p - t h order in 

the complex \ - c l a n e ; t he l o c a t i o n s of t h e s e po les a r e given 

DV the r o o t s of the e q u a t i o n s 

i 3 . 6 ) £<X)= i ( n + j ) , n > 0 . 

Now £ is an analytical function for any finite 

complex value of X , except at \}i , where it presents a 

branchpoint; moreover l\\) is real for \ real and less than 

Y,j, while for A >X;J it presents a nonvanishing imaginary 

rart, rorrespond ina to a branchcut from K\ to +oo; lastly, 

near )i,z one hasL^J,L4J 

<3.7> fc(V)=-*£ 
*4 tyw;\ 

file:///-clane
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where V*' is the curvature of the effective potential at 

r^r^. Therefore, using the Cauchy-Riemann relations and the 

properties of the "isothermal" curves |lm£=Oj and JRe£=OJ in 

the complex X-plane, we can show that the poles (3.6) are 

locateci» in the first quadrant, on a curve which crosses the 

real axis at X=X,,. whereas there are no poles in the fourth 

quadrant. 

3.1 The first term of the Debye expansion. 

Let us consider the first term of the series ( 3 . 5 ) . To 

this end it is useful to rewrite the terms of ( 3 . 5 " ) , 

corresponding to p=ù, as 

(3.8) ti\k.9) = (-)" ^«pK'MA 

with 

i 3.9) <$\X.&)=2(^-MniTX)±<X9- -n/4)+ilogCN(i£)J. 

The saddle points cf m t e a r a l (3.9) are given by the 

equation 

(3.10) @"< X>=±&-2m11 = 9[. 

with 

(3.10') 0\\)=2^+Y<lk) , 

(3.10*) 0).< \)=i-jMlogr.N<iÉ>3J, 

ù, being given by i2.15i. Let us study in some detail the 

deflection function ( 3 . 1 0 ) . As. shown in appendix, N(if) is 

n e a n y i for any value of A in the complex X-half-plane 

ReX>0. except in a neighborhood of the line /ReX=o| in the 

tirst quadrant , such a region of the complex X-piane will be 

caJied, r rem now on. H0» ; in particular Nti£> has a 

Dranchcolnt at \%. Therefore, 3ince, a3 we have seen, £<X) 

has a branchpoint at X,v CP, ( X >. as defined by (3.10"), has 

ttanrncoints at X„_ and \n : the former one compensates 
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exactly the orbiting branchpoint at Xft of the WKB deflection 
ir 9 

function 2 —'- . so that ©t\) is analytical at Xg ; as for 

the latter branchpoint, its effects can be neglected in the 

saddle-point evaluation, since. according to Brink's 

approximation, Xj3 is sufficiently far from kn • therefore 

N<1£)=1 in a neighborhood of A,} . Moreover, from the 

considerations made above it follows that the equation 

(3.10; corresponds approximately to (2.17). except in a 

neighborhood of Xn ; rurthermore. as shown in appendix, 

0(X.' has a negative Imaginary part for X< X4,, while it has a 

negligibly small imaginary part for X >\v In fig.l we 

represent the typical behavior of the real part of @*<X), 

which has a relative maximum. Ĉ  » at X,, and a relative 

minimum, -^ , close to \ n . Obviously the saddle points to 

be considered are those in the complex half-plane ReX>0, 

moreover, as we shall see in a moment, these vary both in 

number and in location according to the value of 9t. 

Furthermore, in order to apply the steepest discent method, 

one has to deform the path of integration so as to coincide, 

at Least in a neighborhood of the saddle points, with the 

-iteeDest discent path; in any case, far from the saddle 

Dointò the integrand ot (3.8) must be exponentially small. 

Accordino to the value ol §t ,one has to consider five 

different situations, which we are aoina to examine in some 

detail. 

i .' v d, Jt . In rhi3 case we nave three saddie points, of 

which two have a verv .-mail imaginary cart and a real part 

greater than ,\fJ; >-he third one '.which oorresoonds to direct 

ret lection) has a real Dart less than ),; and a negative 

imaginary part : this last tact can be shown by observing, 

from fig. 1, that he ! G°(X)| has a negative derivative with 

resoect to fte\ on the real axis for \ <. \ t , and by recalling 

the Cuichv-ftiemann relations and the fact that Ini0°(X)<O on 
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Fig. 1 - The real part of the deflection function Q°(\) as 
defined by formula (3.8'). The angles v̂ r and -t£ have been 
defined in subsect. 2.2. 

Che real axis for ^ X(i. The proper steepest discent path oi 

integration can ce determined by observing the behavior of 

Re <J)m =Fte0.i\>-^ and recalling still the Cauchy-Riemann 

relations: the situation is represented in fig. 2a. 

ii) $t % -TT. In this case one has still the complex saddle 

point which corresponds to direct reflection, moreover one 

has two complex romugate saa-iiecolnts. such that ReA=At; 

by using aroruments very similar to those presented in the 

case it, one can show that the right saddle point is the one 

with a negative imaainary part and that the path to be 

considered is the one represented in fig. 2b; such a 

saddle point corresponds to a complex trajectory which 

penetrates into the dark side of the rainbow. 

ili i 9j. Ti. In this case only the latter saddle point of ii) 

needs be considered (3ee fio. le i. 

ivi -%>. Jt-.ù. Ir. this case we have two saddle points, one 

with a real part slightly less than An and with a negative 

imaainary par»-. rh» other with a real part slightly greater 
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Fig. 2 - Deformation of the path in the integral (3.8) according to 
the value of (see formula (3.8)): a) 0 < ^ « > ; b) & < i*\ <TC; 
c) i»-;>*; d) -!>••„«. t»;<0; e) t^<-tf, 
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than \ 4 l . The paths oi integration are represented in fig. 

2d. 

v.« #±<-3,. In this situation the equation (3.10) has no 

roots near the reai axis; the roots - which correspond to 

che values of such that (££," (A) vanishes - lie in the 

region of the complex A-plane which we have called HD; 

moreover the integrand or 13.8) is exponentially small in 

the rirst quadrant, except inside H0. To see that, let us 

suppose, ror a moment,that iA . as defined by t3.10">, would 

vanish: then we nave o m y two roots of (3.10).. which lie 

very close to Alt (one root is real, such that À .̂ X̂ ,, the 

other one is complex, with 9.e\<. \tl> ; moreover, recalling the 

shape of the WKE deflection function 2 -r-f' a n d c h e 

Cauchy-P.iemann relations, we conclude that the imaginary 

cart of (̂  iX) is positive in the first quadrant and 

increases at increasing ImX, except in H„; the presence of 

Che addend if, - which is nearly vanishing in the half-plane 

ReX'O except in H0 - does not modify substantially the 

situation, except for pushing such roots into the first 

quadrant, inside H0. Therefore in this case it is more 

convenient to derorm the path of integration as in fig. 2e, 

i.e., choosina a succession of curves H, , which include a 

part or the positive imaginary axis and an arc in the first 

quadrant, such that the closed curve constituted by f̂  and 

by a seament on the positive real axis encloses the first n 

poles. From the considerations made above it follows that 

the intearand of (3.8) is exponentially small along £, , 

except, at most, in the intersection with H,; such a 

difficult-/ can be overcome if we consider a sufficiently 

iarae va hi» nr~ n and >t f̂  Dans through the point such that 

t<\ ; =1 • n + i i ; it ran ce .-seen thai: in these conditions the 

in far and or :.<•• is exponentially small alona I* . Letting 

n tend to infinity, the intearai '3.8> is approximately 
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equivalent to the series of the residues at the poles in the 

first quadrant, provided this series converges; the 

converaence snail be proved in a moment. 

Now we are ready to determine the asymptotic behavior 

of The first term of the Debye expansion. Firstly from the 

above discussion it follows that for those values of m such 

that 9» -3t only the residues at the poles must be taken 

into account, while for the other values of m only the 

saddle point contributions must be evaluated. Then we have 

(j.li, f0 tK.9>=f0
s'' -rt.&i+fo"^.^. 

where the foraer term comes from the saddle points, while 

the latter one cornea from the residues. The former term 

corresponds to the addends with p=ù in the sum (2.15); as 

for the latter one we have, approximately, 

iJ.12) f*\k.£>=f£ <k.&>+f£%<k,$>. 

with 

0.12•,£•„,»).-£* ft-&AJ**l.l f £i-f £ # ^ i — » - » ! 

and 

m„ is equal to u or i. nccordina as J'>ur or 9 V,, where Z has 

b-?en defined in subsect. 2.2, before eq. (2.18). Moreover 

we hv̂ vf set 

i i.lS> A; X) = ^S,(X ) - t i \ ) j i O f t i t t X) J - l l 

=»nd 

"•"••V'G'il. 
Now comparirla i3.1J: ; or i3.1̂ "> with the addends of 

th*1 -urn ij,l(j> corresponding to p-0, we get the expressions 

of the decay exponents and ot the diffraction coefficients, 

which result to be related, respectively, to the locations 

and to the residues of the poles in the 
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eompiex-anguiar-monientum piane. In particular we have 

n *! ^ 

which. as can be seen from 13.12,v), results to tend to 0 in 

the limit of ft —»0. Both decay exponents and diffraction 

coefficients can be computed numerically once the potential 

13 known. However, in order to give a rough idea of the 

dependence of such quantities on the parameters of the 

potential, it may be useful to use the approximation (3.7) 

for £<X>: substituting (3.7) into (3.6), we get 

3.14) o( =in+x) 
* iK "a 

it can be shown that this approximation holds true as long 

condition which is frequently met in cases of interest. 

Similarly we cret 

0.14', ^rlJiJ *«fc»£ 

i.l. The second term of the Debye expansion. 

Let u~ consider the second term of the series (3.5). Each 

ceriti (3.511, correspondina to p-1 can be written as 

.<. 15 > C < k.9>-- ---^-i-^. A^expC i(j) ( X. §) 3d X 

where 

-.3.1? > i(b"< X,$i=irÒ i X.9)+2S.,J-2iT£ -loaCNl it) 3 

and qi/X.y-.1 i.? aiven by '3.9,. The saddle points of this 

r>na?e are Jiven by 

• 3 ,16 > t/< A) =+9-2mTT, 

with 

(3.16 i ©\ X i = 0°' X , + v ^ f * ^ 

and 
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i 3.16") v^TTidÉ/dX. ^ t =2dS u /dX. 

whi le «J i s given by » 3 .10"? . Now i t i s s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d t o 

see t h a t $ulO) = -Tf, moreover J^iX) has a l o g a r i t h m i c cu t a t 

Xn, which i s e x a c t l y compensated by the cut of tfi a t t h e 

p o i n t ; t h e r e f o r e t he r e a l p a r t of @A X) =C ££,( X)+ tA(X )3 same 

has the shape represented in fig. 3, w. th a relative 

maximum at a \=\<\t and a relative minimum close to \tt; the 

imaginary part of this function is negligibly small for 

\,t \' X,r from these considerations it follows that the real 

part of ©NX; isee formula (3.1b)) vanishes at X=0 and has 

a minimum, to be called -9^ , for X near Xa. 

Fig. 3 - Shape of the 
real part of ©^(X ). 

As regards the asvmototic evaluation of the 3econd term 

or Tir Defc>y-<? expansion, ve ocserve that, f or X > \42, the 

i !ii-S'"iiri.:t'"v K-av. of (p i X.91 :n:r-?a.:e3 towards increasing X, 

•iuf ro aecteauna cvr.etrat: :n effects; therefore we do not 

:~>OITV a.r.out the fcenavior of t;\e deflection function 0 ( X » 

for any real value ot A suttlcientiy greater than X42
; in 

particular we neglect the effects of the singularity of 

0 i X) for A=Xfj» which corresponds to the surface waves that 

travel from the shadow reaion to the lit reaion (see 
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subsect. 2.2). Nith this approximation in mind, and 

proceeding as in subsect. 3.1, we can distinguish between 

two situations, i.e. 9 + ^ - ^ a n d \£>-C£. In the former case 

only the residues of the (second order) poles must be 

considered. On the contrary in the latter case one has to 

take into account the contribution of one or, at most, two 

saddle p o m t 3 : one has a very small imaginary part and a 

real part less than X,2f the other one gives a negligible 

contribution for X sufficiently above A n, whereas for X 

slightly above X,t it has a negative imaginary part; the 

former saddle point corresponds to a real trajectory of 

(•) class KH , the latter one (when it is taken into account) 

corresponds to a trajectory of class KH . 

Let us examine in particular the contribution of the 

poles, which correspond to the surface trajectories that 

take one shortcut; this contribution is given approximately 

by 

(3.17) f > k,&> =f£* ( k,£)+f,R_" ( k.9-), 

where 

.3.17') f*>tk,fr> = r-7^-^-4' (f r-ff iK-_y e
l V*>*l 

and 

(3.17'") A, -- A 0(X„) +2S u(X aHV^j 

m, is equal to 1 tor ̂ 7<9j and ù for d >7A . where t̂  -± 5̂  (mod 

2Tii, iK ̂'-Tf; lastly "C* have been defined by (2.19). (3.17) 

correspond? to the second term ip=l) of the sum (2.18) 

relative to the surface-trajectory contribution; the 

comparison or the two lormuiae gives as a result the formula 

of the refraction coefficients for the trajctories which 

take a shortcut, i.e. 

(3.16; r^D^/a^i.fif—-- • 
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This product results to be much less than 1 in the limit of 

-fi-»0. as well as the diffraction coefficients. 

3.3 The p-th term of the Debye expansion. 

As regards the generic p-th term of the series (3.5'), 

from (3.4') and (3.5") one gets 

r oo 

with 

.3.20) i(^*(X,&)=i(|>°X(X.9)-21t£+ip|2SJl+ilogCN(i£)]|. 

The location of the saddle points is given by the equation 

i 3.21) Gf(X)=^-2mir. 

where 

2.22) 0'. \ ) - 0° X ) +<j>t+pt S^+tf) 

ana J.<£and <ft are given, respectively, by 13.16" ) and 

'..'.. 10" ». Reasoning In a way analogous to the case of p=l, 

IT: I* straightforward to show that Gfi\> is analytical for 

any reai positive value of A. except at \ ; the real part 

of 0(A) has a minimum near An, whose value we call -5". 

Moreover 0 i0>=il-p>fl and. for sufficiently large values of 

p, the deflection function presents a rainbow in 

correspondence of a X less than \v, as can be shown 

observing the shape of the real part of the function 0-^Ck) 

isee fig. 3). 

As in the case of p=l, for Bt
<~% t h e asymptotic 

behavior or integrals (3.19) is determined by the residues 

at the !ip+i)-th order» P0le3. whereas for Jt> -fy one has 

to evaluate the saddle-point contributions. For p>l the 

«addle points correspond to complex trajectories of classes 

K_"* or tf\ according as Re\<\,z or Re\>V,x. On the other hand 

the residues at the poles represent the contribution from 

those surface trajectories which take p shortcuts; among 
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these we must take into account those which have l,2,...,p-l 

limiting internal reflections (see C53 andC83); in 

particular the comparison with the p-th terms of eq.(2.18) 

gives us the reflection coefficient relative to the 

shortcuts; this coefficient results to be 

where 

(3.23') $U>) = ^[(z+,v)f"UMz,--A . 

This coefficient results to be less than 1, moreover it 

decreases very rapidly at increasing n; this observation, 

together with the considerations made about formula (3.18), 

allows us to conclude that the series (2.18) converges, as 

we had already said in the preceding section. 

4. Remarks. 

In this section we make some remarKS about some 

particular effects, iike resonances and orbiting, 

furthermore we outline the case of a complex potential, 

lastly we draw a brief conclusion. 

A) Resonances. 

According to our approximation the resonances can be 

conveniently described by the pole3 of the S-function, 

which, owing to i3.3>, are determined by the following 

equation: 

i4.1) expi2iS„)=-N(i£); 

condition (4,1» is very similar to the one obtained by Knoll 

and SchaefferCU. We have a resonance every time a root of 

i4.1) approaches a half-integer value; this condition is 

equivalent to imposing that a point-like particle, which 

penetrates inside the orbiting sphere, have a large 

probability amplitude of being reflected many times inside 
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the sphere (see subsect. 2.2). Such resonances correspond 

to nultiply reflected trajectories inside the sphere o4 and 

result to be rather broad for ReX<X,z and narrower for 

ReX^X^. similarly tc the case of a sharp-edged sphereCSJ; a 

narrow resonance occurs at \ = Xtt. if n.&l = 2Tr, na being a 

positive integer in=3.4.5...;. liberali et al.C7D give a 

slightly different interpretation of the poles of the 

^-function, in the sanse that they refer to an acoustical 

model, rather than to trajectories or raysC83. 

B) Orbiting and surtace waves. 

In sect. 3 we have determined the contribution of the 

surface trajectories and, in particular, the diffraction 

coefficients and decay exponents relative to them. Now. 

comparino our expressions with formula i42) of ref.C43, we 

realize that the orbiting amplitude decreases exponentially 

towards increasina scattering angles, therefore it 

represents a wave which is exponentially damped in the 

direction of Propagation, as well as the surface waves; 

moreover the decay exponent relative to the trajectories 

with angular momentum X • \ u Is approximately equal to the 

decay exponent of the surface wave with the "mode" 

correapondlna to n=0, as can be seen comparing formula (43) 

of ref.C43 with the expression (3.14). Therefore we can 

conclude that orbitiig behaves in a very similar way to 

surface waves. The scattering by a nuclear potential is 

very similar to the scattering by a sharp-edged, charged 

spherical weilC53, since also in the latter case we have 

Coulomb" traiectories tor X>X. (where is the "grazing" 

angular momentumC53) and surface traiectories for X=X- All 

that seems to legitimate the phenomenologlcal model usedC53 

in order to fit the anomalous backward peaks. Moreover it 

is worth stressing the importance of the orbiting and 
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surface wave contribution to the backward scattering 

amplitude in the case of a weakly absorbing potential: as 

can be checked from the analysis «ade in ref.C17D, the ̂ O-^D 

backward peak is dominated by orbiting; this is in accord 

with the conclusions of BosanacClSJ about atomic potentials. 

In contrast with the usual statement that orbiting gives a 

negligible contribution to the differential cross 

sectiondlJ. 

C) Complex nuclear potentials. 

Let us consider a complex potential, such that the 

quantity £-vi*irj iwhere VM is the effective potential) have 

three and only three turning points for any value of the 

angular momentum. Then all the saddle points are complex, 

with an imaginary part more or le«s large, according to the 

value of A and to the intensity of the imaginary part of the 

nuclear potential. The orbiting angular momentum, X,^, is 

pushed into the fourth quadrant of the c.a.m. plane, 

therefore the surface wave contribution is reduced. 

Moreover. If the absorption is rather weak (as, e.g., in the 

examples considered in refs.C2J andC73), one has to take 

into account several terms of the Debye expansion: those 

saddle points which should have a very small imaginary part 

in the limit of vanishing absorption <see sect. 3) acquire 

a small imaginary part, but one must keep the seme 

subdivision into angular regions as in the real case. When 

the absorption increases, the (number of Debye terms to be 

considered decreases, whe'eas the imaginary part ot the 

saddle points increases; moreover the transition from an 

anaular region to another is more and more smoothed off. In 

the cage of very strong absorption only the first Debye term 

needs be considered; moreover the trajectories which give a 

contribution to the scattering amplitude are the Coulomb" 
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trajectories <at large impact parameters), the "nuclear" 

trajectories and the surface waves (which, as we have seen, 

behave in a very similar way) and the directly reflected 

trajectories; an alternative description or" this situation 

is given in ref.C14J. 

D) Further developments. 

We conclude with two remarks on possible developments 

•:>f the present theory. At first we observe that the 

lotmuiae deduced in the present paper are not valid in the 

limit of very small diffusenesses; in this connection we 

recall that in some realistic cases the approximation of 

ret"3.ClJ and C2J fails; if one could write a suitably 

approximate S-function tor the case of a very small 

dlffuseness. of course a more generai expression of the 

decay exponents ana of diffraction coefficients would ce 

obtained. Secondly we note that the treatment now followed 

could be applicable, in analocry to what has been done in the 

case of opticsC93, aJso to the case of non-central 

potentials, which vary rapidly in some regions of the space: 

in fact, due to the localization principle, the diffraction 

coefficients, as well as the decay exponents and the 

reflection and refraction coefficients, depend only on the 

local properties of the interaction region. 
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Appendix 

He prove that the scattering amplitude, as written in 

the approximation by Brink and TakigawaC23, can be expanded 

according to i3.5). To this end we must establish some 

preliminary results about the action integrals introduced in 

iJ.ii. Moreover we study the deflection function 0 ( X ) and 

the function Mil). 

In particular we are interested in the integrals 

<A.i> $,=A\rt .ft). i>tt=Aivt ,rt t, S =Aira .rx ) . S J = A ( r J , R ) , 

where Atr.r > is defined by t3.3*> and R>>r . One has 

(A.2) SJ=5W+SH+S1 . 

The situation is different according to the value of A 

considered; in particular let us distinguish among the 

cases l) X*X 0, ii) A^X<X,j, iii> X>X,j. 

i ) X < Xfl. 

Since i\=rf> t'j l* real and the integrand of i3.3 w) is real 

on the real axis, by Schwartz's reflection principle one has 

(A.3) A*(rj ,rx )=A(r4 ,rl ) ; 

moreover 

iA.4) A(rj ,rt )=A(r} ,rz )+A<rz ,rt ) , 

whence, by (A.3>, one gets 

A* ( r} , r2 ) -A( r̂  ,r2 ) =A( rt , ri ) , 

i.e. 

iA.5) A< fj »rt )=-2iImCA(r^ ,rt il; 

therefore A t r ^ , ^ ) is purely imaginary. Furthermore, one 

has, from ( 3 . 3 ' ) , 

(A.6) S =infci X); 

now it le straightforward co see 'chat t is reai and neoative 

for X « X n isee formula t 3.r•i. Then from (A.5i and IA.*> we 

get 

(A.7> -2ImS =TTi< X><0. 

Furthermore, since r, 13 real, also 5, is real. Then r>y 
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iA. 2) we get 

IMS^+IBS^+IBS^ =0. 

whence, by (A.6) and (A.7>, one obtains 

tA. 8) I»^z=I«S2i=-£l«SM>0. 

Using a quite analogous argument» we can concluae that 

InC0"(X)3<O for \< Xn. 

ii) \n*X<Xl$ 

In this case St and SJ4 are real, so iA.2) implies that 

\h.9) ImS}=I«^=Ttt.>0; 

the last relation follows from iA.6) and from the realitv of 

ct X) for X less than X . 

i i i > X > X . 
tj 

In this case, owing to the fact that the integrand of <3.i • 

is purely imaginary on the real axis. S'chwart: 3 reflection 

principle implies 

t-i^)*---iS J 4, 

where S =Ai r{ ,r. >; then 

S«=-S . 

Moreover 

• : = • ' +•'"-.• • 

from the above formulae it follows that 

«A. 10) S u=H M-^-S*-£i. f = - 2 R e ^ . 

This proves that 3 is pureiv reai on the real axis; then 

iA. 11) ImS =ImS,,. 

Moreover, using arguments very similar to those which led to 

the determination of the sign of £ in a neighborhood of A,. 

isee ref.C2J), we conclude that 3 ^ is negative for X >X , so 

that ReSj^O and, by definition (see formula ( 3 . 3 > ) , 

• A.12) lmt<0. 

Now we are ready to prove that the scattering amplitude 

i3.3) can be written as a geometric series, say ( 3 . 4 ) , for 

•*nv real positive value of X. The proof will be complete if 

we show that 
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(A. 13) lexp<21SL>UlN(i£)l 

for any real posit ive X. Let us consider two different 

cases: i ) X<X . ii> X>X_.. In the foraer case £ i s real; 

then, by Schwartz's ref lect ion principle . 

lA.14) r*-£*1É,=r<J-ifc). 

Furthermore 

iA.15) log(i£)=loglcl+i^ry. 

Then, taking into account (A. 15) and the properties of the 

gamma function, we get 

iA.16) IK(i£)t* = l+exp(-2TN£l )>1. 

Since, as we have seen, IaS^lO for X̂ X,,. from (A.16) it 

follows (A.li). Vice versa, for X->XU» *»* assume - in accord 

with Brink's approximation - that r, 13 sufficiently far 

from rz , so that I L l>>i. Then, using Stirling 3 formula. 

one has 

(A. 17) Mi if JSezpj^-aciogtl-»- — »]]; 

furthermore, developing the loaarithm in tA.171 up to second 

order in £ , we have 

(A.18) INUìnìexpC-ImÉ/ieiLl1 »J. 

On the other nand we have snown tnat tor X <bn Lmi•• 0 and = 

is purely real; then <A.i3> is proved also tor X X . 

Incidentally (A.18) (which hoids true as long as X does not 

belong to the region H, of the complex \-piane» implies that 

Ntii.) is nearly 1 for A outside H,. 

However, since for X-too m—»• o? , from (A. i%) it 

follows that |e/ ,4/̂ {."-̂ |"*l a s V-* «*> . Therefore we have 

still to prove that each integral (3.2) can be interchanged 

with the series (3.4). To this end we proceed in a similar 

way to ref.CSl, i.e. we split integrals (3.2) into two 

terms, 

•A 
(A.19) 

>o J» >h 

file:///-piane�
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Mow In the foraer addend of iA.19> the series can be 

interchanged with the integral, since it converges uniformly 

for any A between 0 and A. As for the latter addend, after 

the substitution of (3.4) into the integral (3.2). we have 

\ i f ' 
but the terns of the series which appears in the integrand 

of r.h.s of (A.20» are exponentially saall for p>0 and A 

sufficiently larae. Therefore the series can be 

interchanoed with the integral. 
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